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Abstract: Background
Invariant item ordering (IIO) is defined as the extent to which items have the same ordering (in terms of item difficulty/severity - i.e. demonstrating whether items are difficult [rare] or less difficult [common]) for each respondent who completes a scale. IIO is therefore crucial for establishing a scale hierarchy that is replicable across samples, but no research has demonstrated IIO in scales of psychological distress. We aimed to determine if a hierarchy of distress with IIO exists in a large general population sample who completed a scale measuring distress.

Methods
Data from 4107 participants who completed the 12-item General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12) from the Northern Ireland Health and Social Wellbeing Survey 2005-6 were analysed. Mokken scaling was used to determine the dimensionality and hierarchy of the GHQ-12, and items were investigated for IIO.

Results
All items of the GHQ-12 formed a single, strong unidimensional scale (H=0.58). IIO was found for six of the 12 items (H-trans=0.55), and these symptoms reflected the following hierarchy: anhedonia, concentration, participation, coping, decision-making and worthlessness.

Limitations
The cross-sectional analysis needs replication.

Conclusions
The GHQ-12 showed a hierarchy of distress, but IIO is only demonstrated for six of the items, and the scale could therefore be shortened. Adopting brief, hierarchical scales with IIO may be beneficial in both a clinical and research context.
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Abstract

Background

Invariant item ordering (IIO) is defined as the extent to which items have the same ordering (in terms of item difficulty/severity – i.e. demonstrating whether items are difficult [rare] or less difficult [common]) for each respondent who completes a scale. IIO is therefore crucial for establishing a scale hierarchy that is replicable across samples, but no research has demonstrated IIO in scales of psychological distress. We aimed to determine if a hierarchy of distress with IIO exists in a large general population sample who completed a scale measuring distress.

Methods

Data from 4107 participants who completed the 12-item General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12) from the Northern Ireland Health and Social Wellbeing Survey 2005-6 were analysed. Mokken scaling was used to determine the dimensionality and hierarchy of the GHQ-12, and items were investigated for IIO.

Results

All items of the GHQ-12 formed a single, strong unidimensional scale (H=0.58). IIO was found for six of the 12 items (H-trans=0.55), and these
symptoms reflected the following hierarchy: anhedonia, concentration, participation, coping, decision-making and worthlessness.

Limitations
The cross-sectional analysis needs replication.

Conclusions
The GHQ-12 showed a hierarchy of distress, but IIO is only demonstrated for six of the items, and the scale could therefore be shortened. Adopting brief, hierarchical scales with IIO may be beneficial in both a clinical and research context.
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Introduction

Item response theory states that scale items can be ordered along levels of a latent trait – with item ‘difficulty’ demonstrating whether items are difficult/severe (rare) or less difficult (common) (Embretson and Reise, 2000). Furthermore, if one has endorsed an item that is difficult, then it is probable that that person has also endorsed other less difficult items. A hierarchy of symptoms can therefore be established. As an example, reported symptoms of fatigue and suicidality are both considered as part of the listed symptoms of major depressive disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). However, while symptoms of fatigue are common, and less serious, suicidality is rarer but obviously far more serious (Bertolote et al., 2005; Botega et al., 2005; De Leo et al., 2005; Kant et al., 2003; Lewis and Wessely, 1992). Such hierarchies may have intrinsic value for clinicians as they will more quickly suggest symptom severity, rather than relying on somewhat arbitrary scale threshold scores, for example, when screening for depression.

Indeed, recent research has indicated that psychological morbidity may have an inherent hierarchical form, indicating common but less severe distress to rarer but more intense levels. The General Health Questionnaire (GHQ) is a popular instrument for assessing psychological morbidity, and comes in several different versions (e.g. Goldberg, 1992; Goldberg and Hillier, 1979). Across all versions, higher total scores reflect higher levels of psychological morbidity, or distress. Watson et al. (2008) demonstrated, through the use of non-parametric item response theory (Mokken scaling), that a hierarchy of distress was evident in a community sample of over 6000 participants who
completed the 30-item version of the GHQ. Nine of the items formed a reliable and strong hierarchy. Furthermore, they found that the highest difficulty rating was for “Felt that life wasn’t worth living”, whereas the lowest difficulty was found for “Been (un)able to face up to your problems”, possibly indicating that the extreme feeling of hopelessness is commonly preceded by an inability to cope with problems. Similarly, in a sample of cardiac patients, Doyle et al. (2011) showed that depressive symptom items showed a hierarchical form reflecting prevalence: fatigue (41%–75%), depression (21%–38%) and hopelessness (10–11%). Finally, it is not just negative emotions that may be hierarchical, as recent findings suggest that happiness may also have such a structure (Stewart et al., 2010).

Although these studies suggest a hierarchy of emotions, it is possible that the ordering of items varies across samples, thus indicating that these scales are not true hierarchies, and rendering them less valuable (Ligtvoet et al., 2010). Invariant item ordering (IIO) is defined as the extent to which items have the same ordering (in terms of item difficulty) for each respondent who completes a scale (regardless of the individual’s total scale score) (Ligtvoet et al., 2011; Watson et al., in press). IIO is therefore crucial for establishing a scale hierarchy that is replicable across samples, and would provide powerful evidence for the utility and generalisation of such scales. Recently, a method for investigating IIO has been developed (Ligtvoet et al., 2010), and behavioural scales (e.g. physical function, feeding) have been found that demonstrate IIO (Watson et al., in press). However, it is unknown to what extent, if any, symptoms of distress hold the property of IIO. We therefore
analysed data from a representative general population survey to determine if a hierarchy of distress, with IIQ, could be demonstrated.

Methods

NIHSWS

The Northern Ireland Health and Social Wellbeing Survey (NIHSWS; http://www.csu.nisra.gov.uk/survey.asp5.htm), 2005-2006, is a periodic survey of the health and wellbeing of the Northern Ireland population. It focuses on a range of different general health issues (including mental health) and health behaviours. We analysed data from 4107 of 4245 participants (58.9% female, mean [SD] age 48.0 [18.1]) who completed all items of the GHQ-12 (Goldberg, 1992). The data were obtained from the UK data archive (http://www.data-archive.ac.uk/). GHQ-12 items were scored in a Likert format, 1 “better than usual”, 2 “same as usual”, 3 “less than usual”, 4 “much less than usual”. Higher scores indicate higher levels of distress.

Statistical analysis

Mokken scaling

Mokken scaling is an iterative scale-building technique (Meijer and Baneke, 2004). Mokken scaling is a probabilistic version of Guttman scaling – where a positive endorsement of one binary item of given difficulty indicates that remaining items of lesser difficulty have also been endorsed (Guttman, 1950) – but the Mokken procedure can also use polytomous items. Loewinger’s (1948) coefficient (H) is used to interpret the results: $H = [1 - (\text{observed Guttman errors/predicted Guttman errors})]$. Expected Guttman errors are the
probability that the items are chosen by chance, while observed Guttman errors are the number of times items are endorsed as if not in an ordered sequence. Convention states that $0.3 \leq H < 0.4$, $0.4 \leq H < 0.5$ and $H \geq 0.5$ indicate weak, moderate and strong scales respectively. Higher $H$ values indicate higher item discrimination power, and thus more confidence in ordering of respondents (Meijer and Baneke, 2004). Following a recommended procedure, which involves increasing the co-efficient value until the most interpretable solution is found, items that demonstrate poor discriminability are excluded from the scale (Meijer and Baneke, 2004). Reported scales were found with a $H$-value set at 0.4, and these are ordered in terms of difficulty. Mokken scale analysis was conducted using a procedure written for Stata SE 9.2 (StataCorp, 2005), by Jean-Benoit Hardouin (Hardouin, 2004).

**IIO**

Following Mokken scaling, two further steps were conducted to determine IIO: the data were imported into the public domain statistical software R and using the Mokken Scaling Analysis programme the items forming the Mokken scale were analysed for IIO using the method *Manifest IIO* (van der Ark, 2007) which selects items with item response functions (IRFs) that do not overlap. Subsequently, these items were checked for accuracy in IIO using the statistic $H-trans$—analogous to Loevinger’s coefficient—which is a measure of the distance between the IRFs: the greater the distance the greater the accuracy of the IIO (Ligtvoet et al., 2010) with $H-trans > 0.5$ indicating a strong scale with respect to IIO.
**Results**

Mokken scaling found a single, strong unidimensional scale from the GHQ-12 items in the NIHSWS data at a threshold of H=.4 (Table 1).

---------------

Insert Table 1 about here

---------------

No items were dropped from the analysis.

After seven steps of the Manifest IIO procedure, IIO was found for six of the 12 items, with a H-trans=0.55. These are indicated in Table 1 with asterisks.

**Discussion**

We aimed to determine if a hierarchy of distress, with IIO, was evident in a general population sample who completed the GHQ-12. While a strong unidimensional scale was found, retaining all 12 items of the GHQ-12, only six of these items demonstrated IIO. **However, only one item was common with those found previously by Watson et al. (2008): “Been thinking of yourself as a worthless person”**. As women were under-represented in the Watson et al. sample, it is possible that the higher proportion of women seen in the present study may account for some of these differences.
The order of items is somewhat comparable to the findings of Watson et al. (2008), although perhaps does not have such a clear hierarchy of distress. For example, feelings of worthlessness were the most difficult item found here, whereas feelings of hopelessness were the most difficult in Watson et al. (2008). This finding is somewhat different to a recent study of the GHQ-12 in an Australian population survey which, using factor analysis, found a two-factor solution (O’Connor and Parslow, 2010). However, it should be noted that Mokken scaling is considered a superior test of dimensionality (Bech et al., 2011; Meijer and Baneke, 2004). Furthermore, increasing the H-value in our analyses omitted some items, but did not lead to another interpretable scale (data not shown). It may be that the GHQ performs differently in separate cultures.

Half of the items from the GHQ-12 showed IIO. IIO is not demonstrated when several items tap the same level of the latent trait (Ligtvoet et al., 2010; Watson et al., in press). This suggests that several of the items of the GHQ-12 assess the same level of the latent trait of distress, and this is supported by the fact that the mean score for five of these items was between 2.02–2.07. It is unsurprising that IIO was not found for these items, and such items may be redundant. This should be investigated in future work, and a reduction in the number of such items would strengthen the clinical and research applicability of the scale – although it is possible that this may result in a scale that is more unreliable or may have an impact on construct validity. It should also be noted that the items which demonstrated IIO
are generally positively-worded, suggesting that the GHQ-12 may be better considered as a wellbeing scale, rather than a distress scale.

Our results are limited by the fact that this was a cross-sectional analysis only. Future research should try to replicate these findings to determine if similar items demonstrate IIO.
Table 1: Mokken scale of the GHQ-12 in the NIHSWS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>H coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*11) have you recently been thinking of yourself as a worthless person?</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) have you recently been losing confidence in yourself?</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Have you recently felt you couldn’t overcome your difficulties?</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Have you recently been feeling unhappy and depressed?</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) have you recently lost much sleep over worry?</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*4) have you recently felt capable of making decisions about things?</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) have you recently felt under constant strain?</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) have you recently been feeling reasonably happy, all things considered?</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*8) have you recently been able to face up to your problems?</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*3) have you recently felt that you are playing a useful part in things?</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*1) have you recently been able to concentrate on whatever you are doing?</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*7) have you recently been able to enjoy your normal day-to-day activities?</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Scale</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Items demonstrating IIO.
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